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Within our own life time, we shall see to live the eradication of cancer and populating
the moon as a stepping point to other planetary exploration. This only natural if we a
species is to survive. The baby boomers (and I am one of them) may the first
recipients of this new technology and if not then they will at least live long enough to
see its early beginnings.
It is well known that for many years the Japanese had embarked upon a program of
robotics an artificial intelligence, hence the rise of the robots. Artificial robotic
intelligence will patrol our skies and relay any crimes in progress to the humanoids
(us) below to investigate. Are we living in a world oblivious to the new and emerging
technologies and being distracted by the new fangled gadgets and social media to
get a high or “get our rocks off” so to speak.
Medical operations will be s enhanced that artificial robotic medical teams will carry
out all procedures. Broken limbs, accidents, burn victims, heart attacks and cancer
patients will be provided with and looked after by artificial robot specialists. As a
result of nanotechnology, bio-medicine and the enhancement of artificial
intelligence, computers will be a thing of the past and we will be able to
communicate directly via implants in our bodies. These implants will also monitor our
health status and advise us to visit a specialist. (another artificial robotic medical
practitioner)
Nanotechnology, Genome project for Gene manipulation, Nanotechnology,
manipulation of agricultural products, (The American President recently approved
Monsanto - to plant their crops anywhere in the USA with any regards to people’s
concerns) cloning, bio-medicine enhancements and any another new and emerging
technologies are in the pipe line and being discovered daily.
Agriculture and cattle will be farmed by artificial robotic teams overseen by human
supervisors. Space travel will carry robotic teams connected to humanoid (s) that is
encased in a capsule which will be partially frozen to sustain enough blood supply to
their brains and thus communicate with the robotic teams electronically. That is until
they reach their destination and the humanoid (s) are wakened fully.
All of this will cost money and most of superannuation and pension funds will be
redirected towards paying insurance and medical institutions to ensure a measure of
health and thus longevity. This is not the stuff of myths, legends, futuristic mumbo
jumbo, but reality at its best. Just a quick perusal of what the Japanese have been
able to accomplish is astounding. The mind boggles at what frontiers will be explored
next.

Is this article too much to absorb and therefore we lose our interest. Who cares one
would say. That’s true, is it of interest to us now at a time when all we want to do is
just live and enjoy life. I welcome reader’s points of view and where can artificial
robots be helpful, at home, gardening, working, perhaps help with the children,
education, a partner for company, assisting the elderly perhaps
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